
ProActive Selling and  

Selling Above and Below the Line 

What is Happening Now 

Salespeople typically follow this process: 

● They get a BTL lead (Bob) from a lead generation team or            

their own prospecting efforts 

● They find out what the buyer’s needs are - the BTL Value            

Proposition 

● They then demo and propose to meet the user buyer’s (BTL) needs  

● Then the user buyer (BTL) says something like “I need to get the approval of               

xxxx” You now have separation...bad thing. 

● Who has that conversation with xxxx?  Too many times it’s Bob (BTL) 

● Still, we’re near the end of the sale, and even if our sales people do approach the                 

ATL buyer (Mary), many times     

they’re only giving an Executive     

Overview presentation on what    

they been working with the BTL      

buyer on: the BTL value     

proposition 

● Since this BTL value proposition is      

of little interest to the ATL executive, the deal stalls or to put it in sales lingo, goes                  

dark, goes ghost, or requires a discount or “a deal” to complete  

 

 



Current sales managers either: 

● Re-enforce this process...it’s all they know, or 

● Address the ATL too late in the sale; not addressing the BTL and ATL              

sale at the same time, early in the process...which is how buyers buy 

 

TODAY - ATL leaders, managers and committees are getting involved in buying decisions at              

record levels! It’s rare that a single point of contact is making decisions today. And even if they                  

are, their decision is only impacting one solution. Could there be other areas of opportunity               

inside the company that we’re not even aware of?  

  

The Solution 

ProActive Selling addresses: 

● What the ATL Value Proposition and the BTL Value Proposition are, why they             

are different, and how to use each of them at the same time. 

● Why the sales process has to go ATL earlier than it currently does in order for                

the sale to progress in a harmonious manner 

● How to create energy early in the selling process (which mainly happens at             

ATL level) 

● Why sales people need to call ATL early, and not just ask about BTL needs,               

(“What are you looking for?” “What do you want it to do?”) but ask ATL               

questions (“What’s is the gap in your 2nd half new product revenue            

projections?”) 

● How to call higher in the buying organization without the BTL buyer feeling             

like you have “gone over their head” 



● How to use both the ATL and BTL Value Propositions to give your             

product/service a value difference against the competition 

● What you can do to qualify or disqualify a deal early from both sides of the                

line 

● How to shorten the sales process and increase deal size on every sale 

 

“How could I have missed it?” 
– from Selling Above and Below the Line 

 
As a sales professional, have you ever spoken these words? They usually come after a               

phone call or a meeting with a prospect that does not go well. The usual next step is the                   

customer telling you they are going with another solution, in another direction, or they just go                

dark.  Not good. 

More sales people and sales organizations are trying to increase their average sales             

prices (ASP) and shorten their sales cycles. To do this, they need to call on the executive suite                  

more often.  The question is: 

How have you and your company prepared the sales organization to call on the 

executive suite? 

Sales typically uses PowerPoint slides and white papers that Marketing has meticulously            

prepared and made everyone memorize. All about what we do, who we do it to, and how we                  

can do it for you Mr./Ms. Prospect. These are all real good for the feature/function buyers, but                 

what about the executive buyers? Do you really think they want to see the same story, listen to                  

the same pitch as the user buyer?  Really? 

For the past 20 years, we have been training sales people and sales organizations to               

speak a different language when they are calling on the executive suite. C-levels speak a               

different language than their user buyer counterparts, and it’s amazing how unprepared the             

sales team is to call on the executives of their prospects. My guess, it’s probably 80/20, where                 



the 80% of sales calls made to the executive suite are in the user buyer language. It’s really                  

quite silly.  It seems the sales teams asks the C-Suite buyer key questions like: 

● “What would you like to know about us?” 

● “Here is an executive overview of what we have been taking to your             

subordinates about.” 

● “What can we do so you approve and sign off on our deal?” 

 

Then there are the 20% of sales calls to the C-Suite, which talk about the prospect, and                 

how the solution being discussed can fit into one of their key goals or objectives; which is what                  

they want to hear. 

● “This can contribute to lowering your costs up to 20%.” 

● “With your new product launch being key, this solution can contribute to a             

3-4 weeks’ time savings.” 

● “In your own words, this has the potential of lowering the risk of this              

project by 5-10 points.” 

So, what’s the difference? 

2 Different Value Propositions 

We now know there are two different value propositions in most sales. The executive              

suite has one idea of what they want (why they need change what they are doing today), and                  

the user buyer is looking for something else. Rare is it these two value propositions align. So                 

what happens?  

Sales people go for the     

low hanging fruit, the user buyer      

value proposition, since that is     

one they are selling, have been      

taught how to sell to, and have       



had success selling, and quite frankly, they feel comfortable discussing their favorite subject,             

themselves! 

It’s time to use both value propositions, early in the sale, to really substantiate value. No                

more one value proposition for you. Time to tap into two value propositions early, and speed up                 

that sales cycle and increase that ASP. 

The Sunday Dinner 

Many of you growing up, had a formal dinner every so often, and it was usually on a                  

Sunday. All the family and some extended family members would gather, and since there was               

so many, you had the kids sit at one table, and the adults at another. The kid’s table had their                    

own “language”, and the adults table had their own “language”.  

Kids didn’t want to sit at the adult table, since they would get bored with parent talk.                 

Adults would not want to sit at the kid’s table, since they had spent so much time with the kids                    

all week, they longed for some adult conversation. 

ATL executives and BTL buyers sit at different tables, talk about different things, and              

come from different perspectives. You don't want to combine the two tables into one value               

proposition; not a good idea. 

The Outcome 

So why look at another sales methodology with sales tools? Simple. The tools and              

tactics in ProActive Selling will have you calling higher, quicker, with more confidence, and              

speaking the right language.  

● You will prepare more 

● You will listen more 

● You will guide, not tell 

● You will ask, not instruct 

● You will lead, not follow 

● Your sale cycle time will decrease 



● Your Average Sales Price will increase 

● You will win more deals 

 


